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Radioactive Ranchers In
Alberta? Elements Found
Downwind of Intensive
Fracking
It began in 2009 when the so-called Cardium oil
boom abruptly dotted the rolling landscape
with scores of well pads, oil batteries, and new
access roads. Some officials with the Alberta
Energy Regulator initially responded to general
complaints in the region by saying fracking was
proven and safe and that it couldn't cause
earthquakes- claims now proven false by a

variety of scientific studies.
Read More on The Tyee
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Soil Degradation Threatens Nutrition in Latin
America
Everyone knows how important water is, but not everyone understands that soil
is not just what we walk on, it’s what provides us with food, fiber and building
materials, and it is where water is retained and atmospheric carbon is stored.
Without a long-term solution, desertification and land degradation will not only
affect food supply but lead to increased migration and threaten the stability of
many nations and regions

Read More on Inter Press Service
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Coffee May Protect Against Cancer
The World Health Organization concluded that regularly drinking
coffee could protect against at least two types of cancer. Much of the
evidence for coffee’s health benefits stems from large epidemiological
studies, which cannot prove cause and effect. But the favorable findings
on coffee consumption have been so consistent across numerous
studies in recent years that many health authorities have endorsed it as
part of a healthy diet. WHO said the evidence showed that drinking
coffee was unlikely to cause several types of cancer, including breast,
prostate and pancreatic cancers. More rigorous and better-quality
studies have become available.
Read More on the Well

Every 5 Minutes, A Pregnant Woman
Dies In India
According to WHO, of the 529,000 maternal deaths
occurring every year, 136,000 or 25.7 percent take
place in India. Two-thirds of maternal deaths occur
after delivery, with postpartum hemorrhage (PPH)
being the most commonly reported complication. As a
result of high PPH, India did not achieve the
Millennium Development Goal (MDG) 5 focused on
reducing maternal mortality and achieving universal
access to reproductive health care.
Read More on EveryLifeCounts

Women’s Health Takes Center Stage at UN
Population Awards
Poland’s Childbirth in Dignity received the United Nations Population
Awards for their outstanding work in population, improving
individuals’ health and welfare, and specifically for their decades-long
leadership in women’s rights. “Childbirth with Dignity” which
empowered women to share their stories, caught international
attention, causing government legislative action to line with World
Health Organization standards. Partners are now allowed in the
delivery room, mothers can have visitors, and newborns are able to
breastfeed, being placed in the mother’s arms to bond right after
being born making childbirth an easier experience for mothers.
Read More on Inter Press Service
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Discovery Exposes Fragility of Antarctica’s Larsen
C Ice Shelf
Scientists have unearthed a 100 meter thick river of ice beneath
Antarctica's Larsen C ice shelf, which they fear could accelerate its
path to eventual collapse. Professor Bryn Hubbard, director of the
centre for glaciology, describes how the later of solid ice could be
speeding up the flow of ice to the ocean, potentially leading Larsen C
towards a similar fate to its now-collapsed sister ice shelves, Larsen A
and B.

Read More on Carbon Brief

Serious Drought Prompts Debate on Cuba’s
Irrigation Problems
Since late 2014, Cuba has endured the worst drought of the past 115 years.
The extremely dry weather has sounded an alarm call drawing attention to
the urgent need to modernize and change water management practices in
response to climate challenges, and to other problems such as water wastage from leaky supply networks, inefficient water storage and conservation
policies and absence of water metering at the point of use. The eastern part
of Cuba suffers most from droughts. The demand for fresh water is increasing with irrigation use becoming more widespread in the region.
Read More on Inter Press Service

Wall Street Journal Ads Call out The Paper’s
Bias on Climate Change
The Wall Street Journal is America’s largest and most influential
newspaper. The most widely circulated print newspaper in the
United Sates ran a series of ads calling out its own bias against
climate change. The ads were paid for by a group calling itself the
“Partnership for Responsible Growth” and ran twice a week on The
Wall Street’s Journal’s OP-Ed page, a place long inhospitable to any
sort of science-based climate pieces. What business and
Republican leaders are likely to have read on its opinion pages is
neither the latest science, nor that there is a bipartisan, business –
friendly way to combat climate change.
Read More on The Huffington Post
July 07, 2016
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WHO Appoints Ex-UNICEF Health Expert to Head
New Emergency Unit
The World Health Organization has named a public health expert
with experience of Middle East trouble spots to head a health
emergencies unit set up after the UN agency was severely criticized
for its response to West Africa’s Ebola outbreak. The new unit is
designed to provide rapid support in heath emergencies arising from
disease, natural or man-made disasters or conflict.
Read More on Sustainability

Private Sector Bolstering Humanitarian Crises
Response
As many companies look to deepen involvement in global crisis
response, the challenge now falls to the business community to
similarly embrace this lesson. Fortunately, companies are
finding that calling upon their local partners– whether local
affiliates or commercial trade partners-can strengthen their
humanitarian efforts. With more crises layering economic,
political and social factors, as is currently occurring with the
Syrian refugee crisis, local knowledge is only becoming more
critical in addressing a region’s unique challenges.
Read More on Devex

Canadian Journalism Schools Respond To Calls
For Better Reporting on Aboriginal Affairs
Academics say that journalism schools ‘haven’t done a good enough
job’ covering indigenous stories. Canadian journalism schools are
trying to better equip their students to cover Indigenous stories. The
commission, tasked with investigating and commemorating the dark
history of Canada’s Indian residential school system, also issued 94
calls to action to “redress the legacy of residential schools and
advance the process of Canadian reconciliation.” Ryerson University
responds to the calls to action, and plans to change the curriculum to
help better understand Indigenous history and issues in this city.
Read More on CBCNews
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WEEKLYBULLETIN
QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“African nations do not have to lock into developing high-carbon old technologies; we can expand our
power generation and achieve universal access to energy by leapfrogging into new technologies that
are transforming energy systems across the world. Africa stands to gain from developing low-carbon
energy, and the world stands to gain from Africa avoiding the high-carbon pathway followed by today’s
rich world and emerging markets,” says Kofi Annan, who now chairs the Africa Progress Panel (APP).

In its 2015 report Power, People, Planet: Seizing Africa’s Energy and Climate
Opportunities, the APP outlines Africa’s alternative.
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SCORES OF ENVIRONMENTAL
ACTIVISTS
MURDERED IN 2015

At least 185 activists and indigenous people fighting environmental pillaging were murdered in
2015. The grisly toll is the largest recorded– nearly 60 percent more than in 2014– since the
NGO began tracking such violence worldwide in 2002, and is probably higher because many
killings go unreported.
More than 40 murders were related to mining operations, as well as disputes over agribusiness,
logging and dam projects led to numerous killings.
Communities that take a stand are increasingly finding themselves in the firing line of
companies’ private security, state forces and a thriving market for contract killers. Indigenous
people-nearly 40 percent of the victims, are frequent targets of land and resource grabs, often
in collusion with corrupt local officials.
The murders that are going unpunished in remote mining villages or deep within rainforests
are fuelled by the choices consumers are making on the other side of the world.
Read More on Yahoo News
PAGE | 6
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WELCOME TO GPE 2020

The Global Partnership for Education (GPE) is the only multilateral organization exclusively dedicated to
ensuring that all children in the poorest countries have access to quality education.
The GPE partnership includes 65 developing countries, over 20 donor governments, civil society organizations,
private foundations and companies, teacher organizations and international organizations.
GPE 2020 is the new strategic plan that will provide guidance over the next five years. It was developed in
direct response to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals which were unanimously adopted by the
world community in September 2015. Global Goal 4 commits ensuring equitability and quality education for all.
GPE 2020 requires GPE to embrace a step-change in its focus to ensure quality and equity in education-not just
access to education. To strengthen systems both internally and in the delivery of programs, it is pegged to a
solid results framework through which progress will be tracked.
Read More on Global Partnership For Education

June 23, 2016
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THE REVOLUTIONARY CHANGING THE
WAY YOU DO DEVELOPMENT

Today the global development community has advanced technology and a better sense of what is working than
ever before. Now, some say, is the time to replace intuition with evidence to accelerate the path to ending
extreme poverty.
Michael Faye, the co-founder of GiveDirectly, sent this message through the act of transferring unconditional
cash through a software technology platform. This platform streamlines payments to emerging markets,
sharing the unifying motivation behind all of his projects: ending poverty with digital payments. He, and his
longtime collaborator Paul Niehaus, are revolutionaries actively challenging the way development
professionals work today. Together they’re putting money in poor people’s pockets without the intervention of
aid agencies, NGOs, or aid workers.
Despite a steady downward trajectory in the cost of closing the poverty gap, the theoretical cost of what would
be required to lift all people above the global poverty line, foreign aid spending continues to climb.
“It’s our collective responsibility to take advantage of this opportunity, and if we do, we could be the generation
that ends extreme poverty.”

Read More on Devex
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THE IMPORTANCE OF SELF-CARE DURING
GRADUATE STUDIES

“Looking back now on my early grad experience, I wonder: Was I trying to have a
breakdown on purpose?” asks Rebecca Schuman in Chronicle Vitae.
The author discusses how easy it is for graduate students with a single-minded focus on
scholarship to neglect their mental and physical health, along with personal
relationships. “One of the biggest mistakes many of us make,” Schuman writes, “is to
forget that our brilliant brains live inside whole, moral people– and that those people
need taking care of.” The author offers a number of specific priorities that graduate
students should keep in mind while pursuing their degrees. Which include making time
for exercise and maintaining social connections with people outside the academy.
“The fun, vivacious individual I’d had been before grad school died in that pink sleeping
bag, on that office floor in 2006. I have no idea if she will ever return.”
Read More on Chronicle Vitae

July 07, 2016
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MIDDLE EAST WORST HIT BY RISE IN
SAND AND DUST STORMS

The Middle East has been the worst hit by significant rise in sand and dust storms, with major impacts on
human health.
Iran and Kuwait are the most affected countries, largely because of sand and dust blowing in from Syria and
Iraq. Mismanagement of land and water amid conflicts in the region has been a key factor, as well as climate
change. This environmental issue has lead to the disappearance of marshes and drying up of lakes both in Iraq
and Iran, increasing the intensity and frequency of sand dust storms in Iraq.
The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) has predicted that Iraq could witness 300 dust events in
a year within 10 years, up from around 120 per year now.
A dust storm consists of massive amount of particulates in the air and when people breathe it, these can get
down their lungs and cause respiratory illness and heart disease. The WHO has said that dust storms
contribute to poor air quality that is blamed for the death of 7 million people every year.
Read More on BBC News
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WHO DECLARES LIBERIA FREE OF ACTIVE
EBOLA VIRUS TRANSMISSION

Liberia has reached the end of active Ebola virus transmission, the World Health Organization (WHO) said on
June 9, 2016, the fourth such declaration from one of the west African countries at the epicenter of the world's
worst outbreak of the disease. The declaration means it has been 42 days since the last confirmed patient
tested negative for a second time for the disease.
Tolbert Nyenswah, head of Liberia's Ebola response team, told Reuters the country had strengthened its
surveillance and response capacity and its laboratory system since the start of the outbreak. Liberia first
declared itself free of the virus in May 2015 but Ebola flared up again three times, most recently when a
woman contracted it after traveling to neighboring Guinea and infecting her two children, the WHO said.
WHO data show West Africa's Ebola epidemic killed more than 11,300 people and infected some 28,600 as it
swept through Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia from 2013 in the world's worst outbreak of the disease. The
WHO declared Sierra Leone free of the deadly haemorrhagic fever on March 17 and Guinea on June 1.
Read More on REUTERS
July 07, 2016
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Taking time to think, reflect and hope that sufficient rains will come this summer.
(Lac Clair, Quebec- July 2, 2016)
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